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I try not to distinguish between business news and general news. To me, the two are the same . . .
Over the quarter century I've been doing this -- first in print, then in broadcasting, then in print and broadcasting -- I'm amazed at how many people seem to believe that if it's about Wall Street, it's not about Main Street.   

I think it's quite the other way around. Wall Street is Main Street.   

-- from the Introduction   

As the host of Fox News Channel's "Your World with Neil Cavuto" and "Cavuto on Business", Neil Cavuto reports on today's most influential business leaders and newsmakers, from CEOs to politicians -- getting behind the story by connecting with the men and women who made it. And he ends each show with his own personal commentaries -- sometimes witty, often inspiring, and always incisive and thought-provoking. Now, Cavuto collects the best of these essays in one volume, on topics that range from business to family to civility in public life.   

Among the essays:    

Where Were You on September 10, 2001? . . .   

on remembering what America was like before 9/11    

We Are What We Eat . . .   

on fast food, lawsuits, and personal responsibility    

Why I Don't Trust My Uncle Sam . . .   

on how the surplus of the 1990s was bound to disappear    

Tony Soprano for Fed Chairman . . .   

on what Alan Greenspan could learn from the mob    

Tips for Empty Nesters . . .   

on how to cope when your kids leave you behind   

Covering one of the most tumultuous decades in memory -- from the wild and chaotic Clinton years through the sobering challenges of the ongoing War on Terror -- Cavuto's words offer a window onto our America at its best and its worst.       
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Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...
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Apple Pro Training Series: Logic Pro 9 and Logic Express 9Peachpit Press, 2009

	Completely revised and updated for Logic Pro 9 and Logic Express 9, this Apple-certified guide shows you how to record, produce, and polish music files with Apple’s professional audio software. Veteran music producer David Nahmani’s step-by-step, instructions teach you everything from basic music creation to advanced production...
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Openfire Administration: A practical step-by-step guide to rolling out a secure Instant Messaging service over your networkPackt Publishing, 2008

	Openfire is a free, open-source and full featured Jabber-based Instant Messaging server.


	This book is a guide to setting up Openfire, tweaking it, and customizing it to build a secure and feature-rich alternative to consumer IM networks. The features covered include details about setting up the server, adding and handling users and...
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Data Abstraction & Problem Solving With C++: Walls & MirrorsPearson Education, 2006

	The classic, best-selling Data Abstraction and Problem Solving with C++: Walls and Mirrors book provides a firm foundation in data abstraction that emphasizes the distinction between specifications and implementation as the basis for an object-oriented approach. This new edition offers the latest C++ features and an introduction to using...
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The Art of Debugging with GDB, DDD, and EclipseNo Starch Press, 2008

	
		Debugging is of central importance to successful software development, and yet many beginning programmers are unaware of the techniques they can use to reduce the time they spend finding and fixing programming errors. GDB, a popular open source debugger, allows a programmer to trace program execution line by line, set breakpoints,...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Combustion 4: For New Users and ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2005
"...there isn't anything he has left out in this small but powerful, full-color, 340 page guide -- a remarkable accomplishment in a book with a list price of US $25.00. This book can help motion graphics artists, broadcast designers, 3D animators, web artists, compositors and visual effects artists working for video and film based...
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